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In a publication issued to commemorate the jubilee year of the tonic sol-fa movement in 1891,
Samuel McBurney (1847-1909) was accorded the title of "the Stanley of Sol-fa" in recognition
of his pioneering work in propagating the Tonic Sol-fa method in Australia.  Born in Scotland
where he received his early musical training in tonic sol-fa, McBurney emigrated to the colony
of Victoria in the south-east of mainland Australia where he commenced a life-long
propagation of the tonic sol-fa system.  On a return visit to Britain he qualified for a Doctorate
in Music from the University of Dublin in order to prove  that tonic sol-fa could be applied to
the highest levels of musical scholarship and was subsequently appointed as Inspector of
Music for Victorian state schools.  He contributed significantly to music education through his
teaching activities and his numerous publications including textbooks, songbooks, choral
compositions, journal articles and a kindergarten music teaching method.  However,
McBurney's principal contribution was to lay the foundations for music teaching by the tonic
sol-fa method in Victorian schools.
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The British explorer Sir Henry Morton Stanley is famous not only for the immortal words
"Dr Livingston, I presume" with which he greeted the latter on finding him at Lake
Tanganyika late in 1871, but also for his expeditions of discovery to the African interior
which led to the European colonisation of Central Africa.  It was to this explorer
extraordinaire that Dr. Samuel McBurney, an Australian immigrant music educator and
tonic sol-fa propagandist, was likened in a publication issued to commemorate the jubilee
year of the Tonic Sol-fa choral singing movement in 1891:

He (Dr. McBurney) is the Stanley of Sol-fa, and he has hoisted our banner - the modulator - on
many an outpost and frontier where people had lived in the heathen darkness of chaotic
notations, and who now enjoy the order and light of our Sol-fa solar system. (Curwen and
Graham, n.d., p.60)

BACKGROUND

The Tonic Sol-fa method of teaching vocal music was codified by an English
Congregational minister, the Reverend John Curwen (1816-1880) who drew upon a
number of earlier European and English music teaching systems including an indigenous
English music teaching method known as Norwich Sol-fa (Rainbow, 1967, pp.150-151).
The Norwich method had been devised by Sarah Glover (1785-1867) of Norwich in the
English county of Norfolk who, until recently, had remained largely unrecognised for her
significant contribution to the development of the moveable do music reading system
(Bennett, 1984, p.64).  As a young minister in his first pastorate, Curwen recognised the
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moral and religious value of hymn singing for his Sunday school children and, having
experienced considerable difficulty himself with music reading music from staff notation,
he became interested in Glover's method.  Her method utilized movable solmisation
syllables as an aid to sight reading and also a sol-fa notation which she had devised as a
stepping stone to reading music from the staff.

In 1841 Curwen received a commission from a conference of Sunday school teachers
to discover and promote the simplest way of teaching music for use in Sunday school
singing.   Curwen made several modifications to Glover's sol-fa notation and finally
decided upon a pitch representation system which utilised the first letter (in lower case) of
each of the solmisation tones (doh, ray, me fah, soh, lah, te) and a rhythmic notation
system which utilised bar lines, half bar lines and semicolons prefixing strong beats,
medium beats and weak beats respectively in each measure.  For marking the subdivisions
of beats he used a full stop for half divisions and a comma for quarter divisions, and for
continuation of a tone from one beat to the next he employed a dash.  As he originally
conceived it, Curwen aimed to develop music literacy in three successive phases: firstly
reading from sol-fa notation, secondly reading from staff notation in conjunction with sol-
fa notation below (see Figure 1), and thirdly reading from staff notation alone.

Figure 1.  From The Standard Course of Lessons on the Tonic Sol-fa Method of Teaching to Sing
(pp.19-20) by J. Curwen, no date (circa 1866), London, England: Tonic Sol-fa Agency.

He also made use of Glover's Sol-fa Ladder which he adapted into what he called The
Tonic Sol-fa Modulator.   Later still, Curwen incorporated French time names (adapted
from Aime Paris's Langue de durees) into his method (Rainbow, 1974, p.151) and devised
the pitch hand signs which, in a slightly modified form, are familiar to most contemporary
music educators as part of the currently-popular Kodály method.

One of the means Curwen used to propagate his method was the publication of a
number of textbooks and songbooks including The Standard Course of Lessons on the
Tonic Sol-fa Method of Teaching to Sing which was first published in 1858.   However in
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the 1872 edition of The Standard Course, Curwen allowed the tonic sol-fa notation to
overstep its former function as a mnemonic aid to sight singing from the staff and to
become an end in itself.  He took this decisive step by totally excluding the staff system of
notation from the tonic sol-fa course, henceforth relying solely on his own notational
system in the publication of textbooks, vocal music and even instrumental music.  It was
this isolation from the mainstream of music printed in staff notation which was to lead to
the eventual decline of tone sol-fa as a choral singing method.

Nevertheless, it was not until after the turn of the century that any real manifestation
of this decline was to become apparent.  Indeed the growth of tonic sol-fa as a choral
singing method in Britain surpassed that of any other choral singing method during the
nineteenth century.  From modest beginnings and an estimated 2,000 tonic sol-fa-ists in
1853, the movement was able to claim 315,000 followers by 1872 (Curwen and Graham,
n.d., pp.21,23) and to spread throughout the British Isles and to far outreaches of the
British Empire including the Australian colonies, New Zealand, South Africa and Canada
as well as to the United States.  It was also introduced by missionaries to their converts in
India, Madagascar, China, Japan and the South Sea Islands.

As a school music teaching method, the tonic sol-fa system was officially recognised
by the English Education Department in 1860 and by 1891, two-and-a-half million
children in Britain were receiving instruction in tonic sol-fa in elementary schools (Curwen
and Graham, n.d., p.33).  The tonic sol-fa method was also officially adopted by
educational authorities overseas, one of the earliest to do so being the Council of Education
in the Australian colony of New South Wales in 1867 (Stevens, 1980, p.81).

Although the tonic sol-fa system was not as widely employed as a school music
teaching method nor was it as prominent in church and community choral singing as it was
in Britain, it was "not without influence in the United States in the nineteenth century"
(Tellstrom, 1971, p.247).  The method was propagated in America chiefly by Theodore
Seward from 1879, but even prior to this, Lowell Mason had made use of the tonic sol-fa
modulator in his teaching method and many other music educators of Mason's generation
"accepted and used, consciously or unconsciously, much of the Tonic Sol-fa teaching of
tone relations" (Birge, 1966, p.106).  Later, John W. Tufts and Hosea E. Holt made use of
Curwen's sol-fa hand signs in their Teacher’s Manual for the Normal Music Course
published in 1884 (Tellstrom, 1971, p.83).  Moreover, the issue of the relative merits of the
tonic sol-fa and staff notations virtually monopolised discussion at annual meetings of the
Music Section of the National Education Association during the late 1880s (Birge, 1966,
p.234).  It is interesting to note that, even though he spent less than a year in the United
States en route from Australia to Britain, Samuel McBurney actively participated in the
debate on the notational issue and propagated the tonic sol-fa method at every opportunity
during his travels across the American continent.

HOISTING THE SOL-FA BANNER ON MANY AN OUTPOST AND FRONTIER

Born in 1847 at Glasgow in Scotland, McBurney was taught to read music by the tonic sol-
fa system from an early age and first became involved in teaching the method while still a
boy, often instructing boys older than himself (Stevens, 1974, p.128).  He later attended the
University of Glasgow, becoming a "Prizeman in Humanities" but, as was then quite
common, left without completing his studies and opened a school at Bathgate near
Edinburgh.  For health reasons, McBurney was advised to seek a better climate and so in
1870 emigrated to the colony of Victoria in the south east of mainland Australia.  He held
several positions as an elementary school teacher and was then appointed as a district
singing master by the Victorian Education Department in 1875.  The following year
McBurney returned to England where he attended the Summer Session of the Tonic Sol-fa
College in London which had recently been incorporated as the official training school of
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the tonic sol-fa method.  Having passed all the examinations available at the time,
McBurney returned to Australia and with his wife, conducted a private ladies' college at
Geelong, the provincial capital of Victoria.

In an effort to disseminate the tonic sol-fa system as a choral singing method,
McBurney called together all the tonic sol-fa-ists whom he could locate in the colony and
founded the Victorian Tonic Sol-fa Association in 1878.  This led to the formation of
several tonic sol-fa choral societies and the adoption of the method by many church choirs.
In 1883 McBurney organised the first Inter-colonial Tonic Sol-fa Conference at the
Geelong Ladies' College, representatives coming from the south-east island colony of
Tasmania as well as from other mainland colonies.  In further efforts to propagate tonic
sol-fa, McBurney commenced choral singing classes, undertook lecture tours, offered
postal courses and examined candidates for certificates of the Tonic Sol-fa College.  He
then began to campaign for recognition of the tonic sol-fa method for use in Victorian
Education Department schools.  However the Inspector of School Music and senior singing
masters in the Education Department strongly opposed these moves, preferring Waite's
tonic numeral method which employed scale degree numbers as a mnemonic aid to music
reading from staff notation.  The methodological battle was waged chiefly through the
daily press and a monthly journal, The Australasian Schoolmaster, and it was not until
1887 that an alternative music program based on the tonic sol-fa method and its notational
system  was placed on an equal footing with the existing staff notation program in the
public schools of the colony (Stevens, 1980, p.333).

Early in 1887 McBurney and his wife left Victoria on an extended tour of the eastern
Australian colonies, New Zealand and the United States en route to Britain.  McBurney's
tour of the eastern Australian colonies was undertaken with a threefold purpose—to collect
data on local dialect peculiarities for the English phoenetician A.J.Ellis, to investigate the
state of music education in public schools, and to disseminate the tonic sol-fa system
wherever possible.  He visited in turn the east coast colonies of Tasmania, Queensland and
New South Wales giving lectures, holding meetings and, in the case of Queensland and
New South Wales, setting up tonic sol-fa associations to carry on the work of
disseminating the method.  McBurney's tour of New Zealand also included lectures and
public meetings, and resulted in the formation of local tonic sol-fa associations, the
establishment of agencies for the sale of tonic sol-fa publications as well as the conversion
of several leading musicians and educationists to the tonic sol-fa cause.

The McBurneys left New Zealand for San Francisco early in November 1887 and on
arrival in the United States, Samuel McBurney began his efforts to disseminate the tonic
sol-fa system among school teachers and administrators, clergymen, Sunday school
superintendents and kindergarten (nursery school) directors.  During his eight months on
the West Coast, he gave lectures and taught classes at the State Teachers' Institute,
University of California at Berkley and at county teachers' institutes at Oakland, Alameda,
Solana and San Luis Olispo.  McBurney remained at San Francisco for the National
Education Association's 1888 Convention where he acted as secretary for the Music
Committee and presented a paper arguing the advantages of the tonic sol-fa system
(McBurney, 1888).  He then embarked on a tour across the American continent, including
a visit to Canada, during which he lectured at various centers and visited several schools to
inspect music classes.  While in New York, he consulted with Theodore Seward (who was
then the leading advocate for tonic sol-fa in the United States) before departing for Britain
(The Musical Herald, 1891, p.36).

After attending the 1889 Summer Session of the Tonic Sol-fa College in London as an
observer and as a lecturer in musical form, McBurney became determined to demonstrate
that the tonic sol-fa system could be successfully applied to the highest levels of musical
scholarship.  He therefore entered for the Bachelor of Music examinations at Trinity
College, University of Dublin and having gained the degree, successfully attempted the
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examinations for the Doctor of Music degree a few months later.1 He also passed all the
examinations of the Tonic Sol-fa College to qualify as a Fellow of that institution in July
1891, thereby attaining the distinction of holding the highest qualifications in both the staff
notation and tonic sol-fa notation (The Musical Herald, 1891, p.35).

Before embarking again for Australia, McBurney spent several months examining the
state of music education in Germany and France, and briefly returned to London to
participate in the Tonic Sol-fa Jubilee celebrations.

On arriving back in the colony of Victoria, McBurney was commissioned to report on
musical standards in Education Department schools as compared with those in Europe and
America.  After a time acting as relieving Inspector of Music for the Education
Department, he was officially appointed to that position at the beginning of 1893.
Unfortunately, however, this appointment was short-lived as, due to the worstening
economic depression, the position of Inspector of Music together with all positions for
specialist music teachers in state schools were abolished in June of that year (Stevens,
1974, p.128).  McBurney and his wife opened a private ladies' college at St. Kilda, a
suburb of the colony's capital city of Melbourne early in 1894.  During this period
McBurney resumed his public choral classes and postal courses, became heavily involved
in conducting in-service training courses in the tonic sol-fa method for state school
teachers and in adjudicating at choral festivals and competitions both in Victoria and in
other states, as well as keeping up a steady stream of tonic sol-fa propaganda in The
Australasian Schoolmaster. McBurney also acted as an examiner in music for the
University of Melbourne and the University of Tasmania, and was admitted to the degree
of Doctor of Music (ad eundem, 1891) by the University of Melbourne.  In 1902
McBurney revived the Victorian Tonic Sol-fa Association, again becoming its president,
and the following year joined the staff of the University of Melbourne Conservatorium of
Music as a teacher of sight singing and ear training.  McBurney's fervent advocacy of the
tonic sol-fa system ceased only with his death in 1909 at the age of sixty-two.

MUSIC EDUCATOR AND COMPOSER

In addition to his work as a tonic sol-fa propagandist, McBurney contributed significantly
to school music teaching pedagogy, particularly at the kindergarten level, as well as having
contributed to local Victorian musical culture through his choral compositions.
McBurney's early school textbook publications (written during his time as a class teacher
in Victorian public schools during the late 1870s and early 1880s) included a textbook on
English writing (Rules for Composition and Punctuation, n.d.), a textbook on geography,
and a manual on the rudiments of music (Summary of Music Theory, 1882).  He also
published a number of school songs and some school cantatas including Christmas
Greeting, Victoria, and Children's Festival which were widely performed in schools in
both Australia and New Zealand.

During the early 1890s McBurney published a number of school songbooks including
a two-volume work entitled The Australian Progressive Songster.  For junior and senior
school classes respectively, the two volumes formed a course of "graded songs, rounds and
exercises in staff notation, tonic sol-fa and numerals ... specially prepared for Australian
schools".  Many of the songs had been composed by McBurney to words by the Australian
poet A.B. ("Banjo") Paterson and, anticipating the class instrumental music of the Orff-
Schulwerk type, McBurney included accompaniments for tuned percussion instruments
(metallophones or metal dulcimers) for several of the songs.  Another publication, Hints on
Infant and Elementary Music Teaching (1892) was followed by a sequel entitled

                                                          
1 McBurney chose Dublin University because it was the only British university at this time where the
Mus. Bac. and Mus. Doc. degrees could be attempted consecutively without a prescribed period of
standing.  Five years had to elapse between the two degrees at Oxford and three years at Cambridge.
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Kindergarten Music Training which was published by J.Curwen and Sons about 1894.
This textbook (which included sixty-six "Bird Songs") together with the separately-
published Bird Modulator and Bird Cards formed an exceedingly well-devised
kindergarten music teaching method.

Firmly believing that the tonic sol-fa system could be successfully taught to pre-
school (kindergarten) children, McBurney devised his colored Bird Modulator to illustrate
to children the "mental effects" of the scale tones by correlating each with a particular bird
and its characteristic color.  Thus doh—the strong or firm tone was represented by the
"Black Crow", soh—the grand and bright tone by a red parrot ("Pretty Joe"), me—the calm
and steady tone by two green parrots ("Love Birds") and so on.  Although the color system
for the remaining tones of the scale is not certain, the remaining modulator tones were
represented as follows: ray—the rousing or hopeful tone was represented by a humming
bird, fah—the desolate or awe-inspiring tone by an owl, and te—the piercing or sensitive
tone by a canary.  McBurney appears to have devised the Bird Modulator  during the late
1880s, having demonstrated it while on tour in the United States and also in England at the
Tonic Sol-fa Jubilee Exhibition in 1891.  The Bird Modulator was supplemented by flash
cards which could be arranged in a row (resting on a blackboard ledge for example) to
form melodic phrases for sight singing.  These teaching aids, together with the use of the
French time names and the tonic sol-fa hand signs for both pitch and rhythm, were used in
conjunction with the specially composed "bird songs" to teach children how to read from
sol-fa notation.  (See Figure 2 for a sample page from McBurney's Kindergarten Musical
Training.)
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Figure 2.  From Kindergarten Musical Training (p.34) by S. McBurney, no date (circa 1894),
London, England:  J. Curwen and Sons.

McBurney's literary output, aside from numerous articles advocating the tonic sol-fa
system which were published in journals such as The Australasian Schoolmaster, The
Tonic Sol-fa Reporter (later titled The Musical Herald), and The Musical Opinion and
Trade Review, also included a chapter on "Pronunciation and Musical Terms" which was
published in a revised edition of Curwen's The Standard Course in 1901.  McBurney's
interest in the education of blind people led him to devise a new form of Braille raised type
for tonic sol-fa notation which improved upon the existing tonic sol-fa Braille by
abandoning the traditional Braille letters for a more compact means of expressing the tone
(pitch), octave and pulse within one "cell" (Stevens, 1980, p.358).  He introduced this new
Braille system to blind asylums in Scotland in 1889 and it was featured in the Tonic Sol-fa
Jubilee Exhibition held in London in 1891.  McBurney also utilized the system in Australia
at the Victorian Institute for the Blind during the late 1890s and early 1900s.
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McBurney's compositional output, although not large, included several part songs
composed for the use of local choral societies.  Three of these part songs, Beautiful in
Fading, Our Home is the Ocean and Forward Gaily Together, were published by J.Curwen
and Sons as the "Music Supplement" to the August 1885 issue of The Tonic Sol-fa
Reporter, and Forward Gaily Together was accorded the honour of being performed at one
of the four concerts held as part of the Tonic Sol-fa Jubilee Festival at the Crystal Palace,
London on July 18 1891.  (See Figure 3 for a reproduction of the opening chorus of
Forward Gaily Together in tonic sol-fa notation.)

Figure 3.  From Forward Gaily Together by Samuel McBurney in The Tonic Sol-fa Jubilee,
1891 : Great Jubilee Festival at the Crystal Palace, Saturday, July 18th, 1891 : Selection of
Music to be sung at the Evening Concert (p.32), London, England: Jubilee Committee, The
Tonic Sol-fa College.

McBurney also composed several patriotic songs composed in support of the
movement advocating the federation of the Australian colonies into the Commonwealth of
Australia.  Indeed, as part of this campaign, McBurney promoted music as one of the
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principal means through which patriotism could be aroused among the general population
and therefore composed several choral anthems including The Flag of the Union and
United we shall be, as well as re-publishing an earlier work entitled Advance Australia in a
special "Federation Edition" as an entry in the Australian national song contest.  However
his principal contribution as a composer was the repertoire of school songs and school
anthems which he produced as part of his propagation of the tonic sol-fa system for use in
teaching school music.

A life-long interest in linguistics and dialects led McBurney to take an active part in
the Victorian Esperanto Society, having served as its secretary for several years.  He also
composed a four-part anthem entitled Esperanto Lando which he published privately about
1904.  McBurney also collected material on colonial dialect peculiarities during his tour of
the eastern Australian colonies in 1887 and his findings were published in Dr. A.J.Ellis's
On English Pronunciation, Part Five (London, 1889).

CODA

During his lifetime, Samuel McBurney devoted himself almost single mindedly to the
propagation of the tonic sol-fa method as well as to the cause of music in schools not only
in Australia—the country of his adoption, but also abroad—in New Zealand, in the United
States and in Britain.  His influence as a music educator, more particularly as a tonic sol-fa
teacher, in Victoria as well as in other Australian states extended well into the twentieth
century as the foundations he laid for teaching music using tonic sol-fa were built upon by
successive Supervisors and Inspectors of Music and by successive generations of music
teachers.  Indeed, McBurney's stature as a music educator must surely remain almost
unsurpassed in the annals of Australian music education to the present day.
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